Unify your data
Get all of your data into one place
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- Ensure consistent data across your organization

Grashoppa did this and only drew data from 40 different data sources. See how the TPC-S benchmark can help
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Deliver data insights to everyone
Provide data availability and reporting to everyone in your organization

- Connect
- Get all of your data—from Tableau, Qlik, and Power BI—into one place
- Unify
- Connecting data analysis and profitability, and innovating through the cloud.

In today’s data-driven world, organizations like yours are embracing efforts to maximize data investments that make
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Four steps to supercharge your analytics

1. Unify your data
2. Deliver data insights to everyone
3. Connect data analysis and profitability
4. Innovate through the cloud

Get started with SQL Data Warehouse

- Get started for free
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